Staying Connected: A Toolkit for Effective Groupwork

Abstract
Drawing on the literature, existing resources and student feedback on group work, we worked with students to develop the Staying Connected Toolkit for effective group work in an online learning environment. The toolkit comprises videos, interactive sway resources and student testimonials organised around group roles, communication, collaboration, reflection and seeking support. We evaluated the resources and students and staff fed back that the resources on group organisation and reflecting on group work were particularly helpful. In this video we will discuss the rationale for resource development, some highlights of the resource, along with student and teacher evaluations. The Staying Connected Toolkit is available via the University of Glasgow Open Moodle. To access the resource, go to https://glasgowonline.gla.ac.uk and create a new account, click on the link sent to your email address and then go to the Staying Connected Toolkit to self enrol. If you have any questions or have any issues in accessing the resource contact maxine.swingler@glasgow.ac.uk

Video
https://tile.psy.gla.ac.uk/2021/10/22/staying-connected-a-toolkit-for-effective-groupwork/
https://youtu.be/hPygUVody_Q
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